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Gypsy queen shawl

Looking for inspiration to create accessories? I have a lovely shawl for you. see how to create it. It's a free pattern. The scarf is in beautiful shades of purple. It has a floral theme. The squares are 10×10 cm in size. Fits every type of style. If you like such standards this is especially for you. Expand your knowledge of
crochet and learn new patterns. I recommend. Gypsy Queen Sally Free Crochet Pattern is here. Gypsy Queen Sally is the first motif in my collection for Pride of the Gypsy. I wanted something big, something to wrap around on these hot summer nights while sitting barefoot on the grass looking at the night sky watching
the stars float past. Threads: Stylecraft Classique Cotton 4ply - I used 10 ball in white. However, you may want to have some add-ons. I got 13 blocks from each ball and I had a few yards left, which I saved for the margin. I use Stylecraft Classique Cotton in 4ply as it is simply divine to work with. Classique Cotton is a
100% cotton yarn available in 12 wonderful colors from bright zesty to cool pastels. This super soft thread slips off the hook giving you a great stitch definition. If you want to be creative and use more than one color, You can program your colorway using the coloring image at the end of the drawing, or here Sally Hook
Template: 3.25mm US Pattern Terms Measurements: Base Square 4 x 4 (10cm x 10cm) Shawl size: The shawl was deliberately designed to be large, plenty of drape and prefect to wrap in. You can easily make it smaller by eliminating the lines. Crochet shawls are timeless and perfect for any season. They fit perfectly
into jeans, skirt or dress. Today I'd like to show you another inspired crochet shawl pattern: Gypsy Queen Sally designed by Pippin Poppycock. The shawl visible in the image was made of this pattern. The link to the free crochet pattern is below. See also information about the project. Art: Crochet, Skill Level: Easy,



Designed by: Pippin Poppycock Click under the link for free pattern ... This pattern is available for free: Click here! or Visit the project website: Click here! If you are interested in crochet or knitting, I invite you to like our Facebook pages: Freebie Patterns, My Hobby Is Knitting Enjoy! Ps. Don't forget share this post with
your friends and family below! For more awesome inspirational patterns follow us on Pinterest or Join Freebie Patterns Facebook Group! This adorable Gypsy Queen Shawl was deliberately designed to be big, plenty of drape prefect to wrap up inside. You can easily make it smaller by eliminating lines. Link to free
pattern you can find below! Skill Level: Easy, Craft: Crochet Designed by: Pippin Poppycock, Gypsy Queen Sally - Free pattern you can find here Yarn Information is here or ... Gypsy Queen Sally by Pippin Poppycock Share This shawl will be a perfect cover against the chill during summer evenings. Gypsy Queen Sally
is designed to be big enough to wrap up, but you can easily adjust the size by eliminating the rows. Basic square meter 4 x 4 (10cm x 10cm). The shawl is made from the central corner.  Don't forget to share your work on Facebook.  The link to the pattern is below. Enjoy! Skills: Easy Thread: Stylecraft Classique Cotton 4
Ply Designer: Pippin Poppycock Queen Sally - visit the free pattern site.  More info about the thread and hook project from the photo you will find here. PIN ads this pattern! Share sharing
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